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Hart takes New Hampshire from Mondale
CONCORD, N.H. (AP) - Sen. Gary
Hart captured an upset lead over
former vice President Walter Mondale, jolting the Democratic frontrunner in New Hampshire's debut
presidential primary election.
Mondale said New Hampshire voters "didn't want the debate to end,"
and John Glenn said: "I think it's a
whole new ballgame."
Mondale vowed to "redouble his
efforts" and said he was confident of
winning the nomination.
Six candidates trailed far behind

Hart and Mondale, several of them rado senator was headed for clear-cut Hart, 9,609 votes, or 39 percent.
Mondale, 7,068, 29 percent.
simply fighting for survival. Sen. victory.
Glenn said the results here "pierce
Others on the ballot included Glenn, Glenn, 3,058,13 percent.
that balloon of Inevitability'' that who was running third, and Sens. Jackson, 1,429,6 percent.
Mondale would win the nomination.
Alan Cranston and Ernest Hollings, McGovern, 1,336, 5 percent.
former Sen. George McGovern, the Hollings 1,015,4 percent.
He conceded. "It's not so hot for Rev. Jesse Jackson and former Flor- Cranston, 554, 2 percent.
Askew, 357, 2 percent.
John Glenn," but added, Hart was ida Gov. Reubin Askew.
President Reagan had no real oppo- Reagan write-ins, 1,206.
"more limited in the South," where
Cranston, Hollings and Askew had
the next set of primaries are sched- sition on the Republican ballot.
In reports from 148 of the state's 298 staked considerable time and money
uled Mar. 13. Hart led handily with 25
percent of the New Hampshire vote precincts, with 25 percent of the ex- on New Hampshire and their camcounted and the television networks pected turnout, the Democratic totals paign futures seemed in doubt.
Mondale, the acknowledged frontsaid their exit polls indicate the Colo- were:

runner for more than a year, had
hoped to build on last week's overwhelming triumph in the Iowa caucuses. Hart before the election hoped
to turn his surprising, but distant
second-place finish there into proof
positive that he is Mondale's principal
rival.
Hart said,"I have already won in
New Hampshire no matter what the
outcome. Ten days ago I was not even
expected to challenge John Glenn."
On the poll, he said, I am cautious. I
am pleasantly surprised."

Besides the political capital to be
won, at stake were 12 delegates to the
Democratic National Convention, a
tiny fraction of the 3,933 choosing the
party nominee in San Francisco in
July. Those 12 will elect 10 more in
April, completing the state's 22 delegates.
First-in-the-nation primaries have
become almost a cottage industry
here, and this year was no exception.
Since 1952 no one has been elected
president who didn't first win the New
Hampshire primary.

University weathers snow emergency by remaining open
Irom start and wire reports

While classes at the University
remained in session throughout the
morning and part of the afternoon
yesterday, Gov. Richard Celeste
declared a statewide snow emergency and offered the services of
the Ohio National Guard to cities in
need.

See story on why classes
were not canceled. Page 3.
According to the National
Weather Service, winter storm
warnings and travelers advisories
were posted all across the state.
Weather Service officials added
that "strong winds, falling and
blowing snow, and temperatures in
the teens or low 20s will cause lifethreatening conditions, if you become stranded."
Locally, all county roads were
closed and motorists found traveling on county roads during the
snow emergency were subject to
arrest, Deputy Haggard of the
Wood County Sheriff s office, said.
Haggard added that some motorists might have been stranded as a
result of the snow emergency.
Traffic on area highways was
also a problem as both Interstate 75
and State Route 25 were closed for
most of the day. Some travelers
found themselves housed overnight
or longer in motels waiting for the
storm to blow over.
According to three local hotel
and motel owners, rooms in their
establishments have been full since
Monday. The owners reported that
most of the people housed in the
motels were stranded motorists,
with some being residents unable
to make it home from work.
TOM BAER, owner of the Best
Western Falcon Plaza Motel said
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Storm scenes
The Red Cross shelter in the First United Methodist Church, on East Wooster. took in James Baxter (right), a laborer
from Willshore who was treated and released at Wood County Hospital for a head injury that resulted from a storm
related car accident. "We were caught between two semis—the car is totaled," Baxter said. He'and his wife were
traveling from the Medical College of Ohio in Toledo when the accident occurred. They were brought to the Red Cross
shelter after he was treated.
Andy Arnold (above), freshman physical education major, makes his way past the snow drifts that accumulated in
front of the Jerome Library entrance yesterday. The storm that paralyzed Bowling Green yesterday was the worst since
1978.
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his staff had to put cots in conference rooms to accommodate the
large number of stranded motorists looking for shelter.
The local Red Cross, housed at
The First United Methodist Church
Day Care Center, 1506 E. Wooster

and in an effort to ease tension at
the center, the group sang gospel
songs to other Red Cross shut-ins.
University students and area residents, shut in by the weather conditions, headed to local grocery
and convenience stores to stock up
on food items and beer in case the

St., was busy Monday night finding
shelter for 110 people who could not
get home.
According to Red Cross volunteer. Maxine Miller, 12 Mennonite
students traveling to Virginia were
among the list of overnight guests,

winter storm continues.
John Reeder, manager of Sterling Milk Co., 115 Railroad St., said
a number of people have been
walking to the store to buy bread,
cereal and beer.
Churchill's Manager Doug Bortz
also said business has picked up.

"When people heard about the
snow, they started coming in,"
Bortz said. "We have sold a lot of
beer, milk, bread, snacks, deli
items and meat. People started
trickling in again today (Tuesday),
probably because of the new
weather report."

Jet slides on runway Researching faculty exchanges
lands in N.Y.C. creek European trip planned for Olscamps
NEW YORK (AP) - A Scandinavian
Airlines jumbo jet carrying 177 people
skidded off a Kennedy Airport runway into a 12-foot-deep creek while
landing yesterday in drizzle and fog.
Officials said nine people suffered
minor injuries.
Some passengers had to jump from
a door of the DC-10 and swim to
safety, according to Tom Young,
spokesperson for the Port Authority
of New York and New Jersey, which
operates the airport. He said others
jumped down chutes or walked on a
wing, then down a ladder.
Young said the plane was submerged to its engines in 10 to 12 feet of
water after the accident at 4:15 p.m.
The plane was carrying 163 passengers and a crew of 14 on a flight from
Stockholm, Sweden, via Oslo, NorEight people were taken to the
airport medical center for treatment
of cuts and bruises or exposure, and a
woman who complained of chest
pains was taken to nearby Peninsula
General Hospital for observation,
center director Dr. Leon Star said.
He said many were "cold and shivering," including a Port Authority
police officer who jumped into the
water to rescue passengers.
YOUNG SATO the unhurt passengers were taken to a lounge on the
third floor of the airport's west wing,
where they were being processed by
Customs officials.
"We appeared to make a good landing," passenger Tom Nixon of Wilton,
Conn. said. .We appeared to be. almost to a stop. There was a shudder.
W« hMfrlll down an embankment."

He said passengers did not know the
plane had gone into the water until
they looked out the window, and the
cabin crew calmly instructed them to
evacuate when emergency slides
opened. "It was a calm reaction. I
saw no panic," Nixon said.
Herb Bauer, spokesperson for the
airline, said the cause of the accident
"was most likely hydroplaning" skidding on the wet surface.
The aircraft wound up in Thurston
Basin, a shallow creek off Jamaica
Bay in Queens at the far eastern edge
of the airport.
The National Weather Service said
it was drizzling at the time of the
accident. Earlier in the day, heavy
rain and high winds whipped the
metropolitan area.
The runway was closed temporarily, but the rest of the airport remained open. The National
Transportation Safety Board sent a
team of investigators to the scene.

by Deborah Schmoc*
assistant managing editor

University President Paul Olscamp
and his wife, Ruth, will be traveling to
Europe to check on the University's
study abroad programs from March
2-21 and will return March 25.
Olscamp will be visiting programs
in Bath, England; Tours, France;
Madrid, Spain; and Salzburg, Austria. In addition to these sites, he will
spend two days doing library research in Paris and have a four-day
personal holiday at the end of the trip.
Olscamp said no state funds will
finance their trips and he will pay all
of be and his wife's expenses during
the four-day holiday at the trip's end.
The money to pay for the European
trip will come from the University
Foundation, a fund of money that
people donated to the University for
the functions of the office of president.

■the bottom line
Wiener'
wins nerd
award

IRVINE, Calif. (AP) - Wilbur Wiener, his pocket full of pens and arms
laden with books like *'How to Make
Love to Your Calculator," has won
this year's Nerd Competition at the
University of California-Irvine.
The character was created and
ayed by Alan Kovacs, 22, during
leering Week at the campus,
vacs, a senior engineering student, says the secret to his victory
Friday was: "A lot of hard work and a
lot of bone."
About a dozen other students com-

"I will be calling the vice presidents
"Part of my agreement, when
Olscamp said this was a joint decihired, was that private funds would be sion made among the vice presidents and my assistant Phil Mason a minimum of twice a week, probably on
provided so my wife could accompany and Clark.
Tuesdays and Fridays,' Olscamp
me on trips/' Olscamp said.
CLARK, WHO was hired last July 1 said, adding that the staff will listen to
He said his purpose for the trip is to
find ways to get more Bowling Green after working at the National Science his call using a speaker phone in his
Foundation had not worked on a col- office.
students to study abroad.
"I'll meet with students, faculty lege campus in 10 years, Olscamp Ruth Olscamp, clinical coordinator
who teach there, and look into the said, adding that it was agreed that of the School of Speech, said she has
additional possibility of faculty-ex- Eakin had more campus experience made arrangements for substitute
changes with faculty at the Univer- and should take charge. Eakin is teachers for ner classes so that she
completing his 20th year at the Uni- can travel with her husband.
sity.''Olscamp said.
While working at Western WashingOlscamp said he feels strongly versity.
Clark was unavailable for com- ton University, Olscamp traveled to
about study abroad programs as his
Israel as the guest of their governdaughter studied in Spain while in ment.
As chair of the University Budget ment to study their university struccollege. He plans to officially announce his travel plans at Friday's Committee of Faculty Senate, Ols- ture, and also went to Poland to study
camp said Clark is "in the middle of possibilities of faculty exchanges, he
Board of Trustees meeting.
Dr. Richard Eakin, vice president the budget planning process and it's said.
Other travel plans Olscamp has for
of planning and budgeting, will be best to give her seasoning time."
"Dr. Clark is new and working on this year, include a trip to China in
acting University president while OlsOctober at the invitation of the faculty
camp is in Europe instead of Dr. budgetary things," he said.
While in Europe, Olscamp said he of X'ian University, but plans are not
Eloise Clark, vice president of academic affairs, who normally would will have regular contact with the finalized.
University.
assume command.

peted for the mantle of nerdiness, a
quality of being about 45 degrees out
of synch with the rest of the world, or
just totally out of it. A nerd might also
be described as someone you don't
want to be seen talking to on campus.
Women nerd contestants wore excessive makeup, garish clothes and
let their slips snow.
Natasha Nerdski, otherwise known
as Elizabeth O'Brien, proclaimed that
female nerdiness was characterized
by "a desire to marry an engineer."

inside
• Solon, Inc., the company that
runs washers and dryers In the
dorms, is washed up after this
year. Page 3.
^ An ex-pro hockey player, Buddy
Powers, who played for a West
German team, is an assitant
hockey coach here. Page 7.

weather

Cold and windy today with a
chance of flurries The high will be
in the 20's. the low In the teens.
Northwest winds of 15 to 25 mph
will cause more blowing and drifting snow
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Early races predict future winners

editorial
Ludicrous decision keeps
school open despite weather
Rain, sleet and snow may have kept the U.S. Mail from
being delivered yesterday, but the near-blizzard conditions didn't force the closing of Bowling Green State University - until 2:30 p.m.
Other schools in the county and some businesses, heeding
the advice of weather reports and meteorologists, canceled
the day's activities the night before.
Yet, University President Paul Olscamp and the vice
presidents, in deciding to let the University remain open,
acted irresponsibly. Olscamp, who has the final responsibility, displayed poor judgment in allowing the school to remain
open.
In defense of his decision, Olscamp said the University has
"traditionally" held classes unless it is physically impossible
for the school to stay open. While we agree with tradition, we
do not agree with a decision that might endanger the lives or
safety of the campus population.
Olscamp said city and campus police, when contacted
about road conditions, said the roads were passable and
sidewalks and parking lots were clear.
Never mind that all the roads in Wood County, except 1-75,
were initially closed, or that county officials issued a snow
emergency... school must go on. Despite blowing and
drifting snow, which quickly re-covered the sidewalks, and
low visibility, which hampered driving, students and faculty
were expected to attend classes and get to work.
However, phone calls to several departments on campus
showed just the opposite - for students did not make it to
class, and in most cases neither did the professors.
The next time Bowling Green experiences such severe
weather, the administration, in the best interest of the
students, faculty and employees, should examine the entire
weather picture and consider the safety and well being of the
campus community before deciding to stay open - in the
name of "tradition."

The poverty line
by Art Buchwld
The most dangerous place in America to be these days is anywhere near
the poverty line. As the president's
Task Force on Hunger reported, cuts
in food assistance nave not hurt the
"truly needy," who are still being
taken care of. But they have reduced
benefits for many people "just above
the poverty line.
Mabel Newbaum, a mother of five
in South Succotash, is an example of
someone who is having a tough time
because she can't stay below the
poverty line.
"The way things are going now, the
nearer you get to the poverty line, the
more trouble you're in," she said.
"In what respect?" I asked.
"Well, if you're way below the line,
the government has to take care of
you. And if you're way above it, you
don't need help from anyone. But it's
when you get close to the line that
you're walking a tightrope. The main
problem is no one is quite sure where
the poverty line is. Every time you've
found it, the government changes the
guidelines."
"Would hunger be a test?"
"Not necessarily. Your family
could be hungry, but if you own a TV
set they could still put you above the
line."
"Where are you right now?" I
asked Mabel.
"Last week I was eligible for food
benefits for my family. But this week
they added the benefits I was getting
to my income, and decided 1 was
above the poverty line by this much,"
she said holding her two fingers a
sixteenth of an inch apart.
"Are you trying to tell me without
the food benefits you might have
remained below the poverty line?"
"That's what the Lady down at the
welfare office said. She told me as
long as I didn't take my benefits I
could qualify for them. But the minute
I took them I went above the poverty
line, and was no longer entitled to
them."
"It's kind of a Catcb-22 situation."
"It's a Crock-22 situation. I told the
lady my kids were still hungry even
though the government decided we
weren't poor. She said she didn't
make the rules. David Stockman had
to draw the line somewhere."

"Why don't you quit your job?
Wouldn't that put you safely below the
poverty line?''
"I've thought about that, but I can't
make it with five kids on government
handouts. I also can't male it Just on
my salary. What I need is both. If the
government would stop moving the
poverty line up and down every day
I'd know where I stood."
Mabel continued, "Even President
Reagan can't agree on who is poor
and who isn't. I saw him discussing
the homeless on 'Good Morning
America' and be said that the fact a
person sleeps on a grate doesn't necessarily make him homeless, because
many people in America like to sleep
"I think you're being too harsh on
this administration, Mabel. After all,
they have to cut the size of the budget.
They can either do it by announcing
they're going to ignore the poor people - or by insisting there are far less
of them than anyone would like to
beBeve. The latter method is much
inorepala table to the American people. That's why the poverty line is so
important to the budget cutters. The
less people they include below it, the
less benefits they have to make available to them. That's just good Reagonomics."
"Yen, but bow does that put food on
my table?" Mabel wanted to know.
"I wouldn't look at it from that
angle," I said. "Aren't you proud that
your government no longer considers
you a poor person and a drag to
society?"
"I suppose so," Mabel said. "But
just because they arbitrarily put me
above the poverty line doesn't mean I
can pay my bills."

by Kenneth York
You can always tell when it's been a
slow news day. The lead story will be
about the fire department which
made a run to rescue a cat stuck up in
a tree. Or hundreds of reporters will
make earnest speculations about who
will win the presidential election eight
months away, based on what a few
Iowans do in their family rooms on a
cold night in February....
Americans love elections. That is
the reason we have so many of them
so often. We love the mud-slinging
and the gaffes, the political commercials and the $100 a plate fund-raising
dinners. It is certain that when the
Republican and Democratic National
Conventions begin this summer we
will be fervently glued to our televisons for gavel to gavel coverage, not
wanting to miss a single momentous
moment of it. "Dynasty" and "Dallas" reruns would be unable to compete with the overwhelming interest
generated by watching history in the
making, via the nomination of an
incumbent president as the Republican candidate for the most powerful
office in the country: and the translation of the putative front-runner into
the Democratic challenge. The White
House will be deluged with phone
calls, letters, and telegrams getting
the president to agree to a debate with
the democratic candidate, or better, a
whole series of debates. Anthony Lewis will volunteer to coach the Democratic candidate so long as its George
McGovern, and Reagan will insist on
an all female panel of interviewers. ...
Then there Is the dramatic tension
inherent in the selection of a running
mate. A vice president must have all
the qualities of a president because
the presidency is just a heartbeat
away. And the vice president should
balance the ticket so as to appeal to
the widest possible range of voters.
Presidential candidates have lately
shown considerable skill in their selections, e.g., Reagan's choice of
George Bush, an awe-inspiring conversion from critic of voodoo economics to a Reagonomics true believer;
Carter's choice of Walter Mondale,
who rapidly became as trusted an
advisor as Carter family members;
Nixon's choice of Spiro Agnew. who
off ended both the press by refusing to
talk to them, and the IRS by failing to
report all his income; McGovern's
choice of Thomas Eagleton, who was
replaced by Sargent Shriver when it

j discovered that Mr. Eagleton had
received treatment for a psychological problem of an unspecified nature;
or Kennedy's choice of Lyndon Johnson, who escalated the war to make
Southeast Asia safe for democracy,
and escalated the war on poverty, all
without raising taxes.
This year, suspense hangs on
whether the Democrat's belief in affirmative action will extend to recruiting a female or a black running
mate. Ill-mannered Republicans may
secretly hope for Jesse Jackson to be
selected, seeing him as more of a
liability than an asset, especially in
southern Democratic-leaning states.
It is more likely - although still unlikely - that a woman willbe chosen
as a token of the Democratic Party's
appreciation of the (mythical) gender
gapIt is hard to imagine how our grandparents managed to have elections at
all. They actually elected presidents
without/primaries, and without caucuses. Without computers the votes
had to be counted rather than predicted based on one half of 1 percent
of the vote. People on the west coast

were unable to watch the announcement that, based on exit polls and the
mysteries of stratified random sampling their candidate had already lost
- before they left for the polls. Under
such primitive conditions it was difficult. If not impossible to make good
predictions about who the party's
nominee was going to be. Smokefilled rooms and kingmakers were
always difficult to interview, but
through the wonders of modern technology, we no longer have to wonder
about who the nominee will be, or
even how well he would do in the
coming election, if the election were
held today.
New Hampshire is the very best
predictor of who the nominee will be,
because it is there that a candidate
gains momentum, and it is momentum that gains a candidate delegates
at later primaries when it is obvious
who the nominee will be. Most of the
later primaries are unnecessary, and
a lot of time and money could be
saved if the parties would agree to
nominate wnoever wins in New
Hampshire. Candidates that do not do
as well as expected can drop out and
let the convention decide among those
who did better than expected.
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The importance of the Iowa caucuses should not be overlooked. Two
elections ago, an unknown and unemployed former governor from the
state of Georgia secured bis party's
nomination by doing unexpectedly
well in New Hampshire. Reporters
marshalled all their investigative
skills and discovered that he had also
made a surprisingly good showing in
Iowa. So now reporters, ever vigilant
for signs of the times, pilgrimage to
Iowa to poll the caucusers before they
caucus. It is amazing and thrillng how
we can ask a few Iowa Democrats
bow they plan to vote in a straw poll to
select delegates to the state convention to nominate delegates to the
Democratic National Convention, and
from that predict the probable outcome of the presidential election in
November. What a tremendous return of knowledge from such a trifling
investment of fact!
Watch New Hampshire closely. The
man you see earnestly shaking the
hands of workers as they pass through
the factory sate could well be the next
president of the United States. .. or
not.
York is a staff columnist for the News
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Attempts at nation building futile
by Garry Wills
Ronald Reagan's handling of Lebanon is a perfect demonstration that
you do not have to be presidential if
you can manage, instead, to look
presidential. Our half-hearted intrusions into Lebanon were actions
without a policy. We simply kept
poking at the situation, hoping that
woultf make things better - rather like
a kid who kicks a recalcitrant softdrink dispenser.
We went to be neutral peacekeepers, and joined one faction, and
helped it lose. We presided over the
capture of the city we were supposed
to be protecting. We trained an army,
and it cracked. We tried to persuade
our opponents with 16-inch shells fired

inaccurately here and there on hills.
The Reagan people think they can
solve a problem by renaming it. They
called combat "peacekeeping" and
withdrawal "redeployment.' They
called bombardment with 16-inch
shells "safety enhancement."
The Lebanon fatuity was an exercise in "nation building," that highminded ideal that has Ted us into so
many low practices. We come into a
squabble ot indigenous factions, each
reaching out to one or more foreign
suppliers of arms. We are certain we
can patch up, from the outside, a
configuration that makes sense.
As if we knew what such a configuration would look like. As if we had
the power to impose our vision, even if
we had one. As if such a configuration

would be meekly accepted by all those
involved.
Building nations for others is a
fool's game we never seem to give up.
Russia has been less successful in
world politics than we have. But
where it has succeeded, it did so by
letting the indigenous forces shape
the outcome - as in the defeat of
Chiang Kai-shek or Fulgencio Batista. In these cases, the rebels did not
win because the Russians joined
them; the Russians joined them because they were winning.
A good example of the problem with
nation building is our training of the
Gemayel-regime's army. Once we
take such a force under our wing, it
becomes impossible to criticize tt that would destroy morale in our

pupils, confess our failure to the world
and encourage our enemies. So, no
matter how poorly our charges progress, we praise them, and romance
ourselves with our own lies. When
reality intrudes, we lift our helicopters, and our hapless pupils grab fecklessly at the skids. As in Saigon, so in
Beirut. And Ronald Reagan was the
man who said that there would be no
more Vietnams, no more fighting with
"one hand tied behind our back."
Beirut outdid Saigon: The Marines
there had both hands tied behind their
backs.

many teachers must travel these
roads to reach the University.
Aside from these minor details,
there didn't seem like any reason to
me why classes should be cancelled.
Way to go BG, let's do it again sometime.

State Highway Patrol to see if it was
advisable to travel, they replied,
"Only if it is an emergency.'' My
roommate beard on the radio that
Wood County closed the roads. We do
live in Wood County, don't we? Even
the City of Bowling Green's Transportation Department said it was not
advisable to travel. On the 11 p.m.
news, a bulletin flashed across the
screen stating that four wheel drive
vehicles were requested to help the
near-by hospitals in transporting hospital employees. Did the president
call on a four wheel drive vehicle to
transport him to the University this
rnorning, or did he ride his 10-speed
bike? If must be nice having all this
power within your hands to nave the

last word in deciding whether or not
students and faculty attend classes.
This can be rough for the people living
in Toledo, Findlay, Perrysburg and
other neighboring cities. He must not
have as much power as we think,
seeing that two out of three of my
classes were cancelled by my professors. I'm sure glad they have common
sense along with my roommate and I.
Robert Bruno Ciccimallo
John David Gordon
542 Flald Manor Apt. 17
PS. While closing this letter we heard
on the radio station 33.5 that there
would not be mail delivery today. But
Bowling Green State University students and faculty win tra vel whetberRAM, SLEET, or SNOW.

Wills is a columnist for the Universal
Press Syndicate

letters
Severe weather should
have closed university

I would lust like to congratulate
BGSU on its infamous decision recently to bold classes on Tuesday,
"Look on the bright side of things. Feb. 28. It was only the worst storm to
Mabel. If they turn off your heat you'll hit the Toledo/Bowling Green area
probably drop below the poverty line since 1178. The storm only had winds
again, and then you'll be entitled to of 35 miles per hour or more. This only
government assistance."
resulted in wind chill factors of nearly
"Are you sure?"
20 degrees below zero and drifts of
"WelL they're certainly not going to snow of 4-5 feet in height. Never mind
ask your family to sleep on a grate - that most schools in the area (includunless, of course, you want to.
ing the University of Toledo) were
dosed for the day. Forget about the
fact that RouteS and Interstate 75
Buchwald is a columnist tor the Los were dosed. Put out of your mind bow
Angeles Times Syndicate

Jim Kovict
S11 Offenhauar Watt

Only BG would stay
open In this weather
I don't see how one could rationalize
having classes Feb. 28,1964, seeing as
there were 20-25 closings within the
Immediate area. After calling the

Clear Views

by T. Downing and T. Cleary
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University students get their money's worth

Tradition reigns: University classes in session
from staff reports

The University's decision not to
cancel classes yesterday morning
was made because of its tradition to
stay open despite heavy snow.
'"The tradition of this University is
not to close unless it's impossible to
stay open," University- President
Paul Olscamp said yesterday.
Olscamp said he and the vice presidents decided not to cancel classes
after checking with Public Safety and
city officials. He said these reports
told them that on-campus parking lots
and sidewalks were clear enough and
city streets were passable yesterday
morning.

-dateline —

Wednesday Feb. 29

Nutrition Information
Consultations are available from 9:30 a.m. to 4
p.m. at the Student Wellness Center
on the second floor of the Health
Center. Consultations may be scheduled by appointment but walk-ins will
be taken.

Coffee Break Series - Rob Spence will
discuss the Special Olympics ProSam at 11:30 a.m. in the Commuter
nter Main Lounge. Free and open
to all.
SRC Select-a-Sport - Paddleball skills
will be demonstrated at 4 p.m. in the
racquetball courts of the Student Recreation Center. Free and open to all.

He explained that the University is
not a high school and provides a
service to students who want to attend
Classes.
Later, classes after 3 p.m. were
canceled and University offices
closed because the dry told the administration that they were having
trouble keeping city streets clear,
Olscamp said.
But in the morning students waded
through snow to classes and some
questioned why classes were not
called off for the entire day.
Jackie Kramer, a sophomore education major, said "If the public
schools are canceled and the side-

walks are not cleared off, we should
not have had classes."
Though many sidewalks on campus
were covered by 14 foot drifts at 8
a.m. yesterday, Olscamp said he did
not think the drifts mattered. If University employees could make it to
their offices, as his staff did, then
students in dorms could too, he said.
Brian Baird, Undergraduate Student Government president, called
the decision to keep classes open "a
very poor judgment call."
"(The decision) made a lot of people take unnecessary risks," he said,
adding that snow-drifted roads made
dangerous driving for faculty, staff

Volunteer Services - The St. Thomas Intramural Office, 108 Student RecreMore University Parish will sponsor a ation Center.
visit to Wood County Nursing Home or
Community Nursing Home at 6:15 Concert - The University's Jazz
p.m. Meet at St. Thomas More Uni- Combo will perform at 8 p.m. in
Bryan Recital Hall of the Moore Musiversity Parish. Open to the public.
cal Arts Building. Free and open to
Club Volleyball - The University the public.
men's team will host Ohio State UniUniversity Theatre Production versity at 7 p.m. in Anderson Arena.
"Negatives" will be performed at 8
Volunteer Services - St. Thomas More p.m. in the Joe E. Brown Theater,
University
Parish will sponsor a trip University Hall. Tickets are $1.50.
to the Pemberville Boys Ranch. Meet
at St. Thomas More University Parish Dateline, a daily service of the News,
lists dates and times of campus
at 7:20 p.m. Open to all.
events. Submissions by all organizaIntramural Volleyball - Entries for tions are welcome and must be turned
women's and coed intramural volley- in typed and double-spaced one week
ball must be turned in by 4 p.m. to the prior to the event.

and students and the University
should have heeded forecasts of dangerous weather conditions.
A REPORT from the county sheriff
office said that county roads, impassable since last night, remained
closed yesterday morning and were
expected to stay that way for the rest
oftheday.
And the main city roads were clear
yesterday morning, but the city was
having trouble keeping them clear by
the afternoon, according to a
spokesperson from Public Works, apparently leading to the University
administration decision to cancel afternoon classes and close the offices.

For many, headaches can be a
problem beyond the treatment of a
few aspirin. If the ailment seems to be
a symptom of something more serious, the Toledo Headache Care Center might be the answer.
The center, which opened Feb. 1 on
2051 West Central Ave., in conjunction
with the Ambulatory Health Care
Center of Toledo Hospital, offers complete evaluation and treatment for
any kind of head disorders if the adult

'

or child is recommended to the center
by aphysician.
"when a person experiences a
headache it means something, and
every one can become very complicated," Dr. Robert Hazelrigg, director of the Headache Care Center, said.
He said the center's purpose is to
treat a headache patient through consistency and continuity of care.
"Headaches are symptoms, not diseases, and can be a reoccurring problem, one we hope to diagnose,"
Hazelrigg said.
The cDnic treats tension headaches,

migraines, chronic head pain, brain
tumors and other problems.
On campus, headaches are one of
the biggest complaints received by
Student Health Services, but most
serious cases are not treated there,
registered nurse Joanne Navin said.
"The clinic (University) is strictly
for short term illnesses, so anyone
who requires long term care would
most likely be referred," Navin said.
Dr. Robert Desmond of the Health
Center agreed and said they are
checking the headache care center as
a possibility for future care.
r •

by Patty Rltter
stotf report©

Students coming back to the University next fall will find the service
that runs the washers and dryers in
the dorms all washed up.
Because the contract for the present laundry service, Solon, Inc., will
expire June 30, the Resident Student
Association conducted a survey at the
end of last semester to measure student satifaction with it, Tom Noonan,
director of residence hall issues for
RSA, said.

"We are not familiar with the center yet, so we are waiting to see what
kind of results they will have with
their patients before making any decisions on referral," Desmond said.
At the Headache Care Center, Hazelrigg and Dr. Edward Orecchio, a
pediatric neurologist, work with a
nursing staff, and have access to
psychologists, dieticians, exercise
physiologists and laboratories to help
analyze the Datients.
Their tests include biofeedback,
relaxation therapy, counseling, nutrition and exercise.

"Many students were expressing
dissatisfaction with the present condition of the laundry services, so we
decided to do something about it.
Since Solon's seven year contract
with the University will be up in June,
it was the perfect time," Noonan,
senior management information systems major, said.
According to John Doroghazi, com'er systems coordinator at Plant
attons, the University will be
a consultant to look into improvements that could be made by the
next laundry service bidder.
"The only changes that can be
made before next fall would be getting new machines and by making
non-expensive changes by way of the
new vendor. Complete changes, such
as knocking out walls to add more
washers and dryers, won't be able to
be made until the summer of 1985
since we are limited by physical capabilities and our budget, Doroghazi
said.
THE MOST COMMON complaints
listed by students answering the RSA
survey were that more washers and
dryers were needed and that they

macy's is looking for
.executive trainees Inter-Fraternity Membership Development
Council
Announces their Spring '84 Executive
Committee Officers

If you're looking for a fast-paced, ever-changing
career environment, consider a career in retailing. If
you have what it takes, we can offer you a career
that's as big as your ambitions.
The Macy's Executive Development Program will
train you to become an expert in buying merchandise
or in store management. Put your leadership and
management abilities to work in the dynamic retailing
profession. Send your resume to: Macy's, Personnel
Department, 1034 Main, Kansas City, Missouri 64105.

Pres.
V. Pres.
Sec./Treas.
Activities Ch.
Public Rel.
NMPC

Or come talk to us about your career. Well be
interviewing at the Bowling Green State University
Monday, March 12. Sigh up for an interview at the
University Placement Center.

macys

and students living outside Bowling
Green to make their own decision
about whether to come in or not
Olscamp said his office received
calls all morning from students complaining about the University decision, and about 5 percent of those
were obscene.
"I've been disturbed by the number
of anonymous, obscene calls." he
said. "The people who have behaved
in that way are insulting themselves."
The decision not to close yesterday
morning was based only on the
weather and had no basis on whether
the University would lose money if
closed, Olscamp said.

University may get new laundries

Headaches and other disorders treated at center
by Phillip B. Wilson
reporter

These closed roads kept many professors away from campus. A sampling of departments showed that 12
English professors and graduates. 12
economic, 21 music, seven German/Russian, and three computer
science professors did not show yesterday.
Yonda Harrell, junior education
major, expressed anger at this saying, "It (not canceling classes) would
have been okay if teachers showed
like students did, but they didn't."
The absence of professors was a
situation Olscamp said the administration thought might occur. He said
they put an announcement on radio
and TV stations warning faculty, staff

Jon Cook
Brian McClintock
Greg Cunningham
John Alge
Bill Farago
Jim Jones

CONGRATULATIONS!
■
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should be kept in better repair. The
majority of the students were also
frustrated with machines that continually broke down and with the long
waiting lines to use them, Noonan
said.
i prot
that the machines will break down
and students never report it. And we
can't arrange through Solon to have
them fixed if we don' t know they are
broken," Doroghazi said.
The consultant for the laundry service will be looking into the types of
constant damage and use of the washers and dryers, he added.
"What we do know is the washers
are used more in the girls'dorms than
in the guvs', and a typical washer will
be put through an average 5,000 cycles in a month. This will help with the
distribution with the washers and
dryers," Doroghazi said.
He added students can help maintain the current laundry services by
not overloading the washers and dryers, and by reporting broken machines to their front desks or Plant
Operations.

N0RTHEND PIZZAftwDettrwr"I
LARGE 16" PIZZA
ONLY $5.00

Good till 3/18/84
&„~™

Fresh Baked Crust

H TOTWORLO BEATER^
352-6154
FOREIGN

Muffler
Installed

$13.95

•FREE ESTIMATES*
^OJ^Ojf^orn^le^e^xhmjs^v^tern^
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APPLICATIONS FOR
FRAZIER REAMS FELLOWSHIP

0eJ**A

Deadline: Tuesday, April 3,1984...
Office of the Vice President for University
Relations

"Hi B^

Proudly announces
their 1984 Spring
Pledge Class

The Frazler Beams Public Affair* Undergraduate Fellowship Program waa estebllshed In
1973 In recognition of Frazler Raima, Sr. and hla dlatlngulahod aonrlea In the
broadcasting Industry and aa a mam bar of Congraaa and aa a truatea of Bowling Graen
State Unlvaratty.
Flva Fellowships may be granted annually to rising seniors who Intend to pursue
careers In public affairs (speech communication, broadcasting, Journalism, political or
governmental service, public health, community service, law or some other public
affaire field). A rising senior la a student wilh a minimum Q.P.A. of 3.2 who will attend
BQSU for two semesters of his/her senior year, and who will graduate no sooner than
May 1985. Each fellow will receive $1500. Fellows will be selected by a committee
composed of BQSU faculty, a vice president of the University and e representative of the
Reams family. The selection of lellows will be based on an Initial screening process and
further review which may Include personal Interviews.

Beth Baker
Bobbie Metz
Theresa Ballway Laurie Millford
Laura Bielanski
Tawnya Taylor
Mindy Wahl

The application form and all support materials, Including letters of recommendation,
must be submitted to the Office of the Vice President for University Relations - Mlletl
Alumni Center by 5 p.m. Tuesday, April 3, 1984.

e crescent moon

Recipients will be notified prior to any public announcement of the awards which will be
presented at a luncheon on Wedneaday, April 25,1984.

ft

Shines on.

Applications available In the Office of the Vice President for University Halations- Mlletl
Alumni Center and in the School of Journalism office, 103 University Hall.
X

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
APARTMENTS
THE MOST CONVENIENT LOCATION IN TOWN!
CLOSE TO REC.CENTER, MOVIE THEATRES. INTRAMURAL FIELDS, FRATERNITY ROW, BANK, FAST
FOODS AND ICE ARENA.

•Gas heat, hot water and cooking
included.
Tenant pays electric only.
(small monthly electric bill)
•Spacious 2 bdrm. apts. furnished.
ast, dependable, 24 hr.
.maintenance.
•In-house laundry centers.
•Plenty of storage area.
•Now accepting applications for
summer and next fall.
Rental office located in Amherst Village
1520 Clough Phone 352-0164
(Behind Wendy's)
Office Hrs.: 9-5 Mon.-Fri. 8-2 Sat.
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Gov't doesn't agree Mexico New dog gets old pacemaker
will pose security problem
WASHINGTON - The
Defense and State departments Monday disavowed
a high-ranking Army general's warning that Mexico
could pose "the No. 1 security problem" for the
United States in 10 years as
a center for subversion in
Central America.
State Department
spokesperson Kathleen
Lang said Gen. Paul Gorman s comments before
the Senate Armed Services
Committee represented his
"personal views."
"Gen. Gorman's
statements do not reflect
the views of this department," Lt. Cmdr. Richard

Lake, a Pentagon
spokesperson said.
Gorman, chief of the
Panama-based U.S. Southern Command, who is responsible for U.S. military
interests in Central America, testified Thursday in
support of the Reagan administration's request to
increase military aid to
friendly countries in Central America.
"Unless there is a dramatic change 10 years
from now, Mexico will be
the No. 1 security problem
of the United States," he
said.
He also was quoted as
saying Mexico was "the
most corrupt government

and society in Central
America." He called Mexico a "one-party state that
has pursued a policy of
accommodation with its
own left and international
leftist interests."
MEXICO, COLOMBIA,
Panama and Venezuela
make up the so-called Contadora Group which, with
U.S. support, is trying to
negotiate peace in Central
America. The administration also wants to bolster
economic and military aid
to the region to counter
what it says are leftist
forces supported by Cuba
and the Soviet Union.
The Pentagon
spokesperson said Gorman
had returned to Panama

and could not be reached
for comment.
Lang of the State Department said. "Mexico is rally
capable of handling its domestic affairs under the
administration of President (Miguel) de la Madrid. Our two countries
share a whole range of
mutual interests, including
a concern for a peaceful
resolution of the Central
American conflict."
Gorman, once a military
liaison officer with the
CIA, was named to the
Southern Command last
March after serving as a
three-star general assisting Gen. John Vessey.
chair of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff.
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GOVERNMENT
ELECTIONS

MARCH 13 & 14
Petitions now available in 405 Student Services
for: President and Vice President
10 at-large Representatives in
the general assembly
Petitions due Wed. Feb. 29"1

After checking with a
specialist in Indianapolis.
Eilers and Wales learned
that Samantha's heart
wasn't beating fast enough
to push blood through her
body. The solution would
be to implant a pacemaker
to make the heart pump
faster. Then money became a problem.
"People can't normally
spend $8,000 to $10,000 on a
dog," Eilers explained.

c

"And there's no thirdparty insurance involved."

s

So Eilers called a pathologist friend, hoping to find
a used pacemaker no
longer needed by its human owner. No luck there.

31 ci

gD UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)
- Samantha's fainting
spells have disappeared
and she's now as playful as
any other 2-year-old pup.
An old pacemaker made
the difference, giving her
the chance to live from
eight to 10 years longer.
When the cocker spaniel
became ill in August, Kelly
Wales took her pet to Dr.
A. J. Eilers III, a veterinarian.

c
§
c
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But the pathologist referred Eilers to Dr. Aaron
Lucas, a Louisville thoracic and cardiovascular
surgeon. And after several
months of searching, Lucas persuaded Medtronics
Inc., a Minneapolis medical supply-firm, to donate
a unit.

certain time on the shelf,
their irreplaceable batteries run down, making the
devices unsatisfactory for
human use.
Samantha underwent
surgery Feb. 16, with Lucas and a technician volunteering their time and the
St. Matthews Animal
Clinic providing the operating room.
After 30 minutes, the
doctors emerged from the

The company was willing because pacemakers
have a limited life - after a

KENMORE, Wash. (AP)
- Looking for a neat, quiet
pet that can take care of
Itself while you're on vacation? Has Allan McKee got
the critter for you!
Sure, it takes a little time
to warm up to a tarantula.
Why, McKee himself used
to have trouble sleeping
with just one in his bouse.
But now, as proprietor of
Al's Tarantula Ranch, he
routinely shares his home
with 3,000 to 5,000 of the
giant spiders, in various
stages of development

do?'
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from egg to adulthood.
The tarantulas live in
what was Fran McKee's
sewing room until her husband, who also works as a
telephone company technician, launched his venture.
That happened when his
mother-in-law brought a
Mexican Red-leg tarantula
for the McKee's daughter.
McKee said be was "terrorized" at first, until he
learned that the spiders'
bite is roughly like a bee
and a dangerous to
who are also afler-,

gic to bee stings. Now he
sings his pets'praises.
'They are easy to care
for... don't make a mess,
eat modestly (live crickets) and, because they
don't need water, you can
go away on a vacation and
not need a pet-sitter."
And they've got staying
power, he says - tarantulas
nave "been on earth for an
estimated 380 million
years."
Now admit it, can you
say all that for man's best
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Samantha's pacemaker
battery should Ust eight to
10 years. Eilers said, long
enough for her to "live a
full, productive life."
"She did as well as any
dog could be expected to

Spiders herded at ranch

WINTER SPECIAL

Ph. 352-5166
203 North main
Op.n 4 p.-

operating room. Within a
couple of hours, Samantha
was running and playing in
the veterinarian^ office.
She went home the next
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BGSU'S NEW
PARTY PLACE
ON THURSDAY
NIGHT IS
jtottemg,

NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT
228 S. COLLEGE
320 ELM (2 bdrm)
810-815 F
309_BlfiH
6

6l"3^ECOND
304 N. SUMMIT
403 E. COURT
620 THIRD

Buses Leaving
the Union Oval
at 8:00, 8:45,
9:30, 10:15

BGSU COLLEGE I.D.
BEER BLAST
THURSDAY
Show your valid BGSU I.D. for
FREE ADMISSION
25481 Route 25, Perrysburg, Ohio 43551
874-2253

805THC
[HURSTIN

523 N. ENTERPRISE

S. MAIN A 322 E. MERRY
MAIN
UNIVERSITY
319 S. MAir
J32-y3f. lAll*-* "606/606 1/
20j\2Js»^CHURCH 831 SC.
704SLXTH
f*2\sS*£EGE
216 MANVILLE
%ai$212, 218 N. ENTERPRISE
327 EVERS A/B
220 MANVILLE

THE FOLLOWING ARE STILL OPEN
BUT GOING FAST!
320 ELM (1 bdrm) one
left
507 E. MERRY (2 bdrm)
three left
228 S. COLLEGE 5 one
bdrm left
517 E. REED 2 one bdrm
left
517 E. REED 3 two bdrm
left
818 SEVENTH 1 twobdrm
left

352-5620

525 E. MERRY (2 bdrm)

two left
520 E. REED (2 bdrm) one left
138 1/2 N. MAIN (3 bdrm)
one bdrm left
649 SIXTH 3 two bdrm
left
707 SIXTH 1 two bdrm
left

328 S. MAIN

352-1165
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Fighting continues Mideast envoy's resignation expected
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP)
- A Syrian-Lebanese summit may begin this weekend in Damascus to find a
way to end the violence in
Lebanon, government
sources said yesterday.
There were new reports
that President Amin Gemayel was ready to scrap
Lebanon's pact with Israel
as a concession to Syria.
Heavy artillery, rocket
and machine-gun fire continued along the "green
line" dividing Beirutinto
Christian and Moslem sectors, and police said six
people were killed and 13
were wounded.
Guerrillas Bred on an
Israeli army patrol in
southern Lebanon, and the
Israeli military command
said in Tel Aviv that two
soldiers were killed.
In Jerusalem, two grenades exploded in the doorway of a store on the main
shopping street, injuring 21
people. Two Palestinian
groups backed by Syria
claimed responsibility for
the attack.
At the United Nations in
New York, France called
for a cease-fire throughout
Lebanon and proposed

U.N. troops monitor the
truce in the Beirut area.
The Security Council is expected to vote on the measure today.
And in Washington, a
senior U.S. official said
special Middle East envoy
Donald Rumsfeld was expected to resign after one
more trip to the troubled
region and return to private business. The official,
who requested anonymity,
said Rumsfeld was frustrated by the failure to
resolve the crisis in Lebanon in ways favorable to
the United States.
LEBANESE SOURCES,
who asked not to be identified, said the government
was awaiting the return to
Beirut from Riyadh of
Saudi mediator Rafik Hariri. He is to accompany
two Lebanese envoys probably Foreign Minister
Elie Salem and presidential adviser Jean Obeid
- to Damascus today to
prepare for Gemayel's
first visit to Syria since he
assumed power in September 1982.
President Hafez Assad of
Syria has demanded that
the U.S. arranged May 17

I University Theatre
presents:

I NEGATIVES
February 29-March 3
Joe E. Brown Theatre 8:00 p.m.

WASHINGTON (AP) President Reagan's special Middle East envoy
Donald Rumsfeld is expected to resign after making one more trip to the
Middle East, a senior U.S.
official said Monday.
The trip won't include a
stop in Lebanon.
The official, who insisted
on anonymity, said Rumsfeld, like his predecessors,
has been discouraged by
the lack of U.S. success in
resolving the crisis in Leb-

HA¥E a

anon in ways favorable to
Washington and will probably return to private ousiness. The official noted
that Rumsfeld has always
considered the Job tempoThe official said Rumsfeld likely will make one
more trip to Middle East
capitals with Laurence Silberman, Ms new assistant,
before yielding the post to
Silberman, former ambassador to Yugoslavia.
The U.S. diplomatic ef-

fort in Lebanon is on bold
as it has been (or at least
three weeks. Administra
tion officials admit privately, although not publicly, that UX policy to
bring peace to the war-torn
nation has tailed and that
Saudi Arabia has taken the
initiative to devise some
formula to bring peace in
the region.

said the administration
will focus on trying to advance an overall Middle
East peace plan by reviving President Reagan's initiative of Sent. 1, 1962,
which called for Jordan to
enter peace negotiations
with Israel. The plan proposes that Jordan would
represent Palestinian interest in such talks.

THE SENIOR official

Yasser Arafat, head of

*
*
*
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7:00-9:00 D.m.
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Buff Apartments
No* renting tor 1984-85
2 bdrm. furnished Apts.
Heat, Sewage, Water & Cable paid
tor by owner
*585.00 per semester per person

wfth4people

2 blocks from campus
1 bdrm. furn. or unfurn.
Laundry room on premises
FREE HEAT, WATER & SEWER
Security Lights
Large yard & private entrances

328 S. MAIN Call 352-5620 or 352-1165

Students, you can now get a

CALL 352-7182 Bshwwi ?-7 m kk ht Rjjfc
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Everyday $ 1.7 5 Special
BOWL OF HOMEMADE SOUP
TOSSED SALAD
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HOUR
RESUME!
48 Hours
without any rush charges!

qu«:k pr*ic inc.
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Our Services Art
Many... So Give I's
a Call
352-5762
111 8. Main
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JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE

This is the easiest, fastest, and most certain way
for students to get a MasterCard. And we prove it
- by protecting you with an Unconditional Moneyback Quarantee. The MasterCard that you can
receive it the tame one that it honored by 3
million merchants worldwide - and you'll have a
credit line of at lean $300.

354-2260

ENJOY THE CONVENIENCE,
SECURITY, AND PRESTIGE OF A
MASTERCARD.
But why do you need a MasterCard now? Here
are just a few of the reasons why:
ESTABLISH YOUR CREDIT HISTORY.
The special relaxed requirements make this (he
easiest, fastest, and most certain way for you to
establish your credit history. In addition, a
MasterCard it the perfect credit reference to get
credit with merchant! and department stores for
TV's, furniture, clothes, sporting goods, major
appliances, and auto loans. So you are now able
to build an excellent credit rating starting from
scratch.
SHOPPING AND TRAVEL CONVENIENCE With a MatterCard. you have charge
privileges at more than 3 million placet around
the work). So you can travel, dine, or shop for
things like a new stereo without carrying cash or
having to worry about getting your check cashed
where they don't know you. Or you can order
mail-order gifts, reserve a hotel or motel room
. . . lend flowers . , . even reserve tickets to
concert], sporting events, and thowt of all type!.
HELP IN AN EMERGENCY. Charge gat.
car repaire, and servicing ... at home or while
traveling For medical bills. MasterCard ii

accepted by physicians, dentists, optometrists,
hospitals, pharmacies and veterinarians.
CHECK-CASHING CONVENIENCE. A
MasterCard is the perfect ID. to help you get
your check cashed where they don't know you.
Or get a Caih Advance at more than 100,000
Banking Institutions around the world.
CHOOSE YOUR OWN PAYMENT PLAN.
You can pay the full amount of your bill at the
end of the month, or if you prefer, you can extend
your payments over 36 months on a revolving
charge plan. Either way. you have the flexibility
that only a credit card can offer.

ITS EASY TO GET STARTED
This is but a sample of what ii available to you
when you carry a MasterCard. There is much,
much more, and it's completely described in our
Credit Card Service Guide you will receive - and
it's all yours for just S30. And you take NO RISK:
you're protected by First National's Unconditional Guarantee: if you should fail to get a
MasterCard after following the simple slep-byslep instructions, you will receive a full refund.

THERE'S NO BETTER TIME
THAN RIGHT NOW TO APPLY
So if you'd like to take advantage of these special
relaxed requirements to gel a MatterCard - take a
moment right now to All out the coupon and mail it
to First National along with your payment. This
could prove to be the most rewarding investment
you will make this year... and for many years to
come!

Special Sole: Because of constantly changing
credit conditions and bank policies, we art
unable to know how long this special program
will continue to be in effect Therefore, we urge
you not to delay. To ensure that you get your
MasterCard, please reply promptly.

MAIL NO-RISK COUPON TODAY ■
First National Bancard, P.O. Box 5128, San Jose, Ca. 95150-5128

the&Gjnew/

E»n madai! ►> KtaaMk C. Betar, O.D.
MOST CLEAR GLASS
STANDARD
SINGLE VISION LENS RX
GLASS BIFOCALS

54

without a credit check
no income requirements
available in all 50 states
moneyback guarantee

REQUESTS TAKEN!

Cad: Cathy 354-2269 or Tami & Kim 372-1318

Is now accepting
applications for

prescription with
professionally-fitted
TOP-QUALITY
EYEGLASSES
PUCES INCLUDE LENSES * FRAME. COMPLETE

•
•
•
•

Firat National belkvcs Dial students like you
have unlimited potential. But even more than that.
we believe in you right now. That's why we want
you to know about the special relaxed requirements that enable college students to get a
MasterCard.

Ifc
Bowong brten state UatrtrsMy
Board of Student PabBcations

to fill your

CHOOSE FROM OVER 1000 CURRENT FASHION FRAMESALL AT THESE SAME LOW PRICES
Oatr (MM. ptwtic. tmrpo** mi ovmiwl kraan rind higher

M

SUNDAYS • MONDAYS • TUESDAYS

319 E. Wooster

Our Everyday
Year-Round
Prices

34

• COOKIES
•MILK
• BEDTIME STORY
• GOODNIGHT KISS
ALL FOR $1.75

STOP IN OR CALL
FOR MORE INFORMATION

Not a "Sale". . .
Not a "Limited-Time
Special Offer"
No strings attached!

$

BY Ben LIL' SIS'

A LARGE SELECTION OF
QUALITY HOUSES AND
APARTMENTS FOR
198445!

Introducing the FASTEST Turnaround
in Bowling Green from the Resume PRO'S.
A one page Resume Typeset and Printed In

Ciet's

MasterCard

TUCK-IN

11 AM - 3 pm

John Hughes, the State
Department spokesperson,
said Monday the administration considers those
talks very important.

PRIVATE AREA! APT. COMPLEX 228 S. COLLEGE

Workshop
HOI.. MARCH 5

the Palestine Liberation
Organization, was in Amman Monday for a meeting
with Jordan's King Hussein, trying to work out a
formula for Hussein to represent Palestinian interests.

NEWLOVE
MANAGE ME NT

Minwn mines TO DO?

STRESS MANAGEMENT

Ticheis SI.SO at the door

il=,

$

agreement be abrogated
before be will receive
Gemayel, and one government source said: "The
agreement is finished, but
the time for declaring its
abrogation has yet to be
set."
The agreement calls for
Israel and Syria to withdraw their forces from
Lebanon simultaneously.
The agreement has never
gone Into effect because
Syria has refused to pull its
troops out of Lebanon.

EDITOR

Yes! r want to take advantage of the special relaxed requirements that enable students to
qualify for a MasterCard The MasterCard offered in this special program is the same one that
is honored by 3 million businesses around the world and is good for shopping, dining,
traveling, and Cash Advances. I am enclosing SJO with the understanding that I am also
protected by First National's Unconditional Guarantee: if I fail to get a MasterCard after
following the simple step-by-step instructions outlined in the Credit Card Service Guide. T will
receive a prompt and full refund.

88
/<.,——,-rf„- /iifT,,—lmm finl, .
lAMBJBCDClBg
tOuQWUrm JfMlBg

Break throat 1984-85 tctkmkyur
Application* Available: 106 Unhwralty Hall
DEADLINE: Wednesday.
March 14, 5 p.m.

Print N«
Address
City

State ,

Zip

School
Pnone(

).

Besl time to call

■■■i

sports
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BG cagers travel to Eastern
byTomHlMk
soorts editor

When Bowling Green and Eastern
Mirhtgan take to the hardwood at
Bowen Fieldhouse tonight, it very
well could prove to be a preview of a
first round match-up in the MidAmerican Conference championship
at Rockford, 111. on March 9.
Hie Falcons currently hold down
the fourth spot in the MAC standings
at 9-7,16-9 overall. The Hurons are in
a fifth place tie with Northern Illinois
with an M mark, 11-14 overall - just
one game behind BG. The fourth and
fifth place teams meet in the MAC
tourney, with the winner going on to
meet Miami, the number one seed.
"I WOULDN'T say it's set vet," BG
coach John Weinert said. "Northern
could still sneak in there. And we
could finish anywhere from third to
fifth, but hopefully it will be third."
But Weinert. whose squad suffered
a narrow 63-61 loss to Miami Saturday
to interrupt a four-game winning
streak, is fearful of a breakdown in

his Falcon squad which has assured
itself of making the trip to Rockford.
"If we're going to have a downer,
I'd rather have it tomorrow (tonight)," Weinert said. "If you're
going to have a downer in the last 4-5
games, it would have to be Eastern."
In a pre-«eason rating by Hoop
Magazine, the Hurons were rated as
the most-talented team in the MAC,
followed by Ohio University, Toledo
andBG.

Central. But I talked to (EMU head
coach) Jim Boyce before the season
began, and be felt this was the most
talented team that he had coached."
The Falcons, who resembled a
walking hospital ward earlier this
season, are finally recuperating. David Jenkins is almost 100 percent,
while sixth-man Paul Abendroth who
played just 11 minutes against Miami
after recovering from an ankle injury, should see more playing time.

Fred Cofield, a first-year transfer
from Oregon, is leading the Hurons in
scoring at a 14.7 points per game clip.
While Phil Blevins (12.1 ppg.) and
Vince Giles (11.3 ppg.) fill out the rest
of EMU's scoring potential.
THE HURONS nad a three-game
winning streak snapped Saturday,
losing to Central Michigan, 83-70 - but
the Chippewas shot 73 percent from
the field and 83 percent from the line.
"They can nut points on the board,
but they really don't play that much
defense," Weinert said. "And I think
a fine example of that was the loss to

"PAUL HURT his ankle a little bit
in practice yesterday," Weinert said.
"He played well against Miami, but
the worst thing would be to rush him
back into action, have him get hurt
again, and have him miss the tournament."
For now, Weinert is concentrating
on EMU and Saturday's home final
against Toledo, before heading into
the MAC tourney - and he's not too
disappointed with his squad's fourth
place standing.

Reds'outfield is confident
TAMPA, Fla. (AP) - The rebuilding Cincinnati Reds are counting on their outfield to provide
speed and offensive punch in 1984,
and newcomer Dave Parker says
the talent is there to do the job.
Manager Vern Rapp, in his first
season at the Reds' helm, has declared an open competition for
Jobs. But he has already designated Parker, signed as a free
agent during the off-season, as the
right fielder and No. 4 hitter, and
Gary Redus and Eddie Milner are
rated the leading candidates as
starters in left and center fields.
"We will have one of the fastest
outfields in baseball," Parker said.
"I still run extremely well and both
Redus' and Milner's speed speaks
for itself. Their speed will make
our offense better, with them batting high in the order."
The Reds' batting order for 1984
is still to be decided, but Redus and

helps the team win," Milner said.
"This year, they said that Gary
would lead off until something
would prove them wrong. If that
happens, I wouldprobably move up
to the first spot. Until then, we are
just going to have to adjust"

Milner are considered likely to lead
off the lineup.
"No matter where you hit, you
have ups and downs," Redus said.
"I don t care where Vern bats me,
just so long as I get a lot of at-bats.
If I'm the leadoff man, I want to do
the things a leadoff batter is supposed to do."
He alluded to getting on base and
being selective on his pitches.
" III hit second, I'm going to give
the leadoff batter some pitches and
try to help him move into scoring
position," he said.

Milner led the Reds in stolen
bases last season, stealing 41 in 53
attempts to make him sixth best in
the National League.
Redus said, ''We've got good
pitching and last year was just an
off year for some of the guys. Our
finish - first place, of course."
Milner was not as optimistic.
"We are better than people give
us credit for. We will be in it," he
said.
Parker said, "I think this is going
to be a successful season. We nave
some of the best young players of
baseball, and we will be a contending club."

Redus batted in both positions in
1983, his first full year with the
major-league club, belting 17 home
runs and stealing 39 bases.
Milner said he prefers to bat
lead-off.
"I like to lead off, but if I must
make adjustments and hit second,
it doesn't matter, just so long as it
coupon

coupon

SEMESTER IN SPAIN

Selling & Sales Management club

Not just for Spanish majdrs only, but for everyone: beginners, "in between
students, and advanced. Put some excitement into your college career!!
BEGINNER On ADVANCED- Cost is about the
Live with a Spanish family, attend classes

MEETING: Wednesday February 29
7:00 PM • Assembly Room
McFall Center

same ass semester in ■ U S college. $3,189.
Price includes jet round trip to Seville from
New York, room, board, and tuition complete Government grants and loans may be
applied towards our programs

I

tour hours a day. four days a week, four
months Earn I6hr». of credit (equivalent to 4
semesters taught in U S colleges over a two
year time span) Your Spanish studies will be
enhanced by opportunities not available in a
U.S. classroom. Standardized tests show our
students' language skills superior to students
completing two year programs in US
Advanced courses also

' '
l

Hurry, it takes a lot of time to make all arrangements

' '

SPRING SEMESTER -F»1- June 1
FALL SEMESTER - Sept 10 -Dec 22
each year
FULLY ACCREDITED - A Program of Trinity
Christian College

F-3

Featuring:

LEVER BROTHERS

coiifg* vou anrnd

1

• SHADOW PROGRAM WILL BE DISCUSSED
• YEAR BOOK PICTURES TAKEN
(DRESS APPROPRIATELY)

1

yow present siren ina'fii

1

I
1

If you wooW Nt* .n(orm#4ton On future progc»m- t**t
perma>r\eni sYOOretsl DefOW

ELECTIONS COMING IN APRIL!

»Ou' pe"«sV»*nl *!'•*! MdrpM

Special Offer
Carousel
Beauty Shop
$5
HAIRCUTS
30% off PERMS

Ask for Peggy
Braiding Styles Available
140 E. Woostor. M*

ISREDKEN

Expir.s 3/14/84

NEXUS

For full information — send coupon to

' SEMESTER IN SPAIN
I
I

coupon

2442 E Collwr S.E.. F-3
Grand Rapids. Michigan 49506
(A Program ol Trinity Christian College)

NEW DELI IS NOW
OPEN!
FANTASTIC PRICES!

BASH RIPROCK'S • BASH RIPROCK'S • BASH RIPROCK'S •

</>

BASH RIPROCK'S

£

128 W. Wooster

BASH RIPROCK'S

354-3939
"At Bash's you always get more for your money"

WEDNESDAY SUBSATION
SUBMARINES
AD Sub* Served with Lettuce. Tomato. Onions. Mayo. Pickle Wedge, and Potato Chip* (Hot
Peppers on Request).
Extras:
2.49
1.99 Salami
Swiss. American, Ched2.69
Chicken Salad.
1.99 Turkey
Roast Beef
2.89 dar Cheese or Provolone.. 20
Sliced Egg
25
2.89
Italian
2.39 Corned Beef
Mushrooms
30
2.99
Ham
2.49 Rueben

I"
rr
E
rr

50* OFF ANY SUB

I
I
I
I

9

WWTHROP TERRACE M»TS.
NOW TAKING DEPOSITS FOR FALL

.

"EARLY BIRD
S P E CIAL'
//

WE PAY HEAT. WATER. CABLE
AID TRASH PICKUP
3 Locations - Napoleon Rd., Palmer Ave.
Summit St.
'10.00 per month OFF rent if lease
is signed by March 31st.

Valid lor eat-in, carry out, delivery
Not valid with other coupons
Good Wednesday 2/29/84

11 2 RDRM APTS
Furnished & Unfurnished

110 NapolooR Rd.
352-9138

CD

s

Open Daily at 11 a.m.
PROMPT DEUVERY SERVICE Beginning at: 5 p.m. Weekdays 12 noon Weekends

CD •

BASH RIPROCKS

• BASH RIPROCK'S . BASH RIPROCKS . BASH RIP *

Weekdays 9-5:00

Saturdays 10-3:00
Evenings by Appt.
+0*ot&*&*i>*i9H3*&to*o*o*e>*o*c>tei*c>*<'*«itt

CAMPUS MANOR APARTMENTS

HOLLIS A. MOORE
SERVICE AWARD

(NEXT TO STERING & DORSEY DRUGS)
PHONE 352-9302 (24 HRS.)
THE IDEAL LOCATION FOR CONVENIENCE, COMFORT AND SAFETY!
CAMPUS MANOR IS A 2 MINUTE WALK FROM ADM. BUILDING. MOST
CLASSROOMS AND OVER 20 RETAIL SHOPS.
WE FEATURE 2 BEDROOM FULLY FURNISHED APARTMENTS WITH:

Applications Available At:
•
•
•
•
•
•

405 Student Services Building
305 Student Services Building
Union Information Booth
Commuter Center
University Bookstore
UAO Office

CARPETING - GARBAGE DISPOSAL CABLE TV. - LAUNDRY - SPACIOUS
CLOSETS - AIR CONDITIONING - PARKING AT YOUR FRONTDOOR - FAST EFFICIENT ON-SITE MANAGEMENT &
MAINTENANCE
- FLEXIBLE PA YMENT TERMS SECURITY LIGHTING - STEEL DOORS
WITH DOUBLE LOCKS - l'/i BA THS
CAMPUS MANOR HAS NEW OWNERSHIP AND MANY OF OUR APARTMENTS
WILL BE COMPLETELY REDECORATED FOR FALL.
VISIT OUR OFFICE/MODEL #B-I5, TODAY AND RESERVE YOUR APT. FOR FALL
•84 OR SUMMER. OPEN DAILY, MON.-SAT. — ASK ABOUT OUR SPECIAL
SUMMER RATES.

Recognizes outstanding
undergraduates, graduates, faculty and
administrator/classified staff.

YOU CAN LIVE AT CAMPUS MANOR
FOR 143.00 PER MONTH* 4 ^noa ■*•
ALL UTILITIES FURNISHED
EXCEPT LIGHTS.

OR LARGE SUB
Expire March 15,1984

1432 E.WOOSTER

PHONE
352-4663
FOR FAST
FREE DELIVERY

kinko's copies

quality
copies

5<

quick copies
fast service
late hours
354-3977
325 E. Wooster

(Across trom Taco Ball)

MID AM MANOR
APARTMENTS
School year or full year lease
'Fumisbod «r unfumtshe*1
'On-site laundry facilities
*2 Urns.
*6it tat, §M utter A ttove
IflMitt ftft MtttfM
55M380

TtM. W*l H. Sit. 11-500
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Powers has strong influence Falcon spikers
to face OSU
by stave Qulnn
sports reporter

Within the ranks of the
coaching staff of Bowling
green's hockey team, lies a
former professional
hockey player, and that
person is assistant coach
Buddy Powers.
The second-year assistant coach played three
years of professional
hockey in West Germany,
but a skiing accident
forced Powers to give up
hockey at least from a
playing standpoint. He suffered a shattered shoulder
and wrist, and still is
plagued with back trou-

WHTLE PLAYING in
Europe. Powers said he
enjoyed his three-year
stint overseas, but it was
not always easy.
"I had some problems
with the language barrier," Powers said "I was
the only foreigner on the
team and didn't speak German. Once I played for
awhile, I became accepted
by my teammates. After
five months. I became real
dose friends with one of

Buddy Powers +—•—*

the players."
hockey. He also managed
The players bad little
But on an amateur level,
the University's Seven problems adjusting from
Powers played a major
Oaks Golf Course, and con- Wilkinson to Powers, and
role in helping Boston Unisiders himself an avid the evidence is clear, since
versity, an Eastern Colgolfer.
the icers have won two
lege Athletic Conference
"I have had experience more Central Collegiate
school with a strong
in both, and I like golf a Hockey Association
hockey program, finish
lot," Powers said. "It's championships since his
third twice ui the NCAA
something I've been arrival.
tournament, and win two
around since I was nine."
"His style of hockey is
ECAC championship titles.
But BG head coach pretty similar to Wilkie's
DURING HIS Junior
Jerry York took Powers (Wilkinson)," BG deyear, BU compiled a 234
away from his duties at fenseman Wayne Wilson
record and a 26-5-1 record
Colgate and brought him to said. "But Buddy's a lot
in his senior year.
a championship team. easier to talk to. He makes
Success continued to folPowers replaced former a point of being around.
low Powers when he enBG assistant Bill Wilkin- Wilkie was not around as
tered coaching. In
son, who accepted a posi- much."
January, 1961, Powers ac- tion as head coach at
Wherever Powers goes
cepted a position as an
Wesern Michigan.
assistant coach at Colgate
Clarkson head coach Bill he seems to take a winning
University another ECAC
O'Flaherty recommended tradition with him, and he
school. In his first year at Powers as a capable assis- said that once a person
Colgate, the Red Raiders tant. The BG assistant said becomes involved with
qualified for the NCAA he was vacationing in Flor- winning, then he expects to
tournament.
ida when he got a call from continue winning.
If this premise holds
Colgate eventual*/ lost York and he flew up for an
true for Powers, then Falto Minnesota in a two- interview.
game, total goals series 9-4
AND THE rest is history con fans and future players
and 5-4. but Powers be- as he began working with should hope that Powers
lieves it was a great su- the Falcons in the 1962-83 remains a part of BG's
nrise for a school with such season, primarily with the hockey program for a long
tough academic standards defense. Powers said his time.
to qualify for the tourna- duties include everything
from recruiting to helping
ment.
POWERS HAD responsi- the players with any perbilities other than ceacfyng sonal problems they have.
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Plan now for the 1984 School Year

I

URGE 11TEM PIZZA
5.
with Ail eNpM
352-3551
Or^ NM£r. 9^9M

ir-

** Pictures for the KEY will be taken
for all paid members at 7:00 (before
meeting).

352-1195

•all utilities included »gas heat •laundryfacilities • drapes • carpet •party & game room
•swimming pool • sauna
$270-fumished
$250-unfurnished

EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS
$225-furnished
$200-unfurnished
all utilities included, separate bedroom

lor reservations 354-2242
PREPARE FOR: APRIL 1984

MCAT

<^r—y

PIEDMONT APARTMENT
835 High St. 352-9378

SPECIAL FEATURES
• centrai Gu and heaiing with
individual apartment com roll
• compkteiy furnished

KflPLfll
rJaeatbaal Caster

SUITE 20
TOLEDO,

OuUWfl NT Stttv CMl TBU Fill: Sf«-2»-17l>

LAYHCUT
• cut

Good Wed, Thurs,
Fri 2/29 3/1 3/2

• CONOtlONHS
•CtOWOtv
•Oos» "OS ««l»dl

•II

• utilities paid, except for electricity
• L-shaped living-dining area with
balcony

• wall-to-wall carpeting
,
• sound conditioned interior
•cable TV
• kitchen comet equipped with a
Gat range, stainless sied sink
refrigerator, food waste disposal
• extra large closets
• insulated window glass
• sliding glass doors to balcony

SIGN LEASE
W/PIEDMONT APT.
RECEIVE
FREE membership
to Health Spa

• twia beds ia each bedroom
• built-in vainly in hallwiy
• linen closet
• fan recovery Gas water heaiini
• carpeted halli and inside entrances
• Gas-equipped laundry area
available in each apartment
buildini
• patio areas with Gas frills available
for each buildini

hydro spa whirlpool
indoor heated pool
metros sauna
sun lamps
complete exercise

■Leah-

THE HAIR REPAIR
Open lOam-opm

■»•.

Noneman RfaJ KHlatt- Cumpam
BKOHKK U,r 4 MANU.I Mr ST

NOW LEASING:
SUMMER & FALL
825 THIRD ST:

NICELY A..

RANGED ONE BEDROOM APTS. RENTS IS
S300/MO INCLUDING OAS, AND WATER.

841 8th ST, 733 MANVILLE: 2 BEDROOM. ONE AND ONE
HALF BATHS, FURNISHED APTS.
J325/MO.

RENT IS

755, 777 MANVILLE:
1300/MO. 12 MO. LEASES ONLY 2 BEDROOM I
1/2 BATHS UNFURNISHED.

CALL FCR MORE INFORMATION
354-3851

CARTY RENTALS
303 E. Merry St.-House for 7/8 students
315 E. Merry St.-(Down Half of House)
2 bedrooms for 4 students
311 E. Merry St. Apartments-2 bedroom
Apts. for 4 students
s$130 per person/$585 a semester
(includes heat, cable TV, water& sewage)
Also 1 bedroom House & Apartment
(12 month lease starting in May)

SUMMER RENTALS
SPECIAL
RATES
Phone for Appointment or

352-7365

WHOLE HOUSE FOR RENT!!!
521 Ridge Street

(beside the Powder Puff)

12208 £ Gypsy Lane Reed
228 dough Street

724 £ Wooster Street
GREEN BRIAR INC.
552-0717

APPLICATIONS
AVAILABLE FOR

facilities & equipment

•LOIS"

University Hall Stairs

338 M Main Street (corner of Ridge end Main)

$375/month
• 2bedroom- I l/2baihi

■ MM TIN m ■*■ «caa > mi

1

ENJOY GOOD LIVING IN A

• MO iq. per apartment

Till PMPtUIlM
SINCE itu

ASM MEETING
TONIGHT!!!

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT

Bowling Green, OH

Fni memtnrsllp lo Charryiratd Heiim Hi with lean.

sncMiim

Tickets for the Central Colegiate Hockey Association
playoffs against Lake Superior are still on sale daily at Memorial Hall Ticket
Office.
The two game total goal
series will face off at 7:30
pm. on Friday and Saturday. Prices for adults are
S4 and $2 for students. Only
general admission remain
available.
If the Falcons advance to
the final four at Joe Louis
Arena in Detroit, tickets
for the second round go on
sale immediately after
Saturday's game.

$280-furnished
$265-unfurnished Plus gas and electric
Landlord pays water and sewage

Weekend Shuttle
Ask about our new service:

I

Ticket Information

TOPIC: ISSCO GRAPHICS CO.
7:30 p.m. 200 MOSELEY

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS

CLEVELAND BOUND!

|

to break last years club
mark of 44-10.
OSU will have all-American Edwin Hernandez in
its lineup while the Falcons
will have Mark, and Matt
Aiple on the court

Meadowview Court
Apartments

214 Napoleon Road

i

Bowling Green's men's
club volleyball team faces
10th ranked Ohio State
Buckeyes tomorrow in Anderson Arena at 7:00 p.m.
Last Saturday BG faced
Eariham and Wooster College at Wooster, winning
both matches with little
trouble.
A slow start against
F-ariham resulted in a rare
first game loss 10-15. But
the Falcons took the next
three games 15-9,15-12,1511
In the second match BG
swept Wooster sweeping
the match 15-7,15-5, and 1?
2. In the third game BG
lead 11-0 before allowing
Wooster to register its first
point.
Going into tomorrow's
match the Falcons have a
4-1 record, and have swept
three of five matches on
the year, giving them a 134 game record. They hope

further information

352-5556

PEER
MISIHG
C00RDIW0R
February 21 - March 2
405 student Services
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CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS

AoodU toK.ou.4oMU. V,
EoOW VmOV ino SsVn Iron n#*d
Hams Ufa go FUTs bring home (hat

Lo-B—cJ'co-W^ nigh. And*
aon Arena. Rearerd 352-7480
FOUNO LADES FaNG 2/21 AT BEB
RaES CALL TO PENT1FY, 2-5448

MM Mining
Top* rssco Graphics Co.
7:30 Wed.. Feb. 28, 200 MSLY.
ATTENTION ELEMENTARY EDUCA
TUN AND SPECIAL EDUCATION
MAJORSM MEP RemaSaean MM
tig. Monday March S. 630 - 6:00
P.M., Campus Room, Student Union
BE THERE!'

RIDES
Fans ■ aafli to Miami University on
March 2-4' CM David at 372-3148

ABn: OAC AE»AEIENTATIVES
MsasYig - Monday, March 5 3:30 372 BA - Cher* meebox tor Wo
m..u waakly on
■ 8 00 p m. In 515 me
Bttg Hara't your chance 10
flat ewoersdl Everyone walooma

Naxt-To-New Shop
Clothing A Housawaraa prtcad low
OpanTuaa 10-4 A Frt 1-7
81. Atoysoa School, 2nd Boor.

BQS U SKI CLUB
frnponent MnsYig Tonight
6 00 pm .. 070 Overmen Hal
NomaiaBona (or New Officers

B.Q.B.U. tKI CLUB

Heur.aH

Word Prooaaalng — Typing
MaumaaHoma
CalSuaal 1-893-4188

Ang* Scnlappal.
Oon't ba a pre-PT be a ajaj PTI
Good luck on your Inloivleer. Lowe,
Baa, KaBy « Tha Homy Toad
Attantkm M Qord Kay Members! Ba
Included In our group pictura lor tha
KEY Pictures and a short iiioottng
wfl be Thursday. March 1, 1984 at
4 00 p m m 300 MoaaMy Hal
BACCHUS meals waakly on
Wednesdays at 8 00 p m tlSISU*
Science Bkjg Here's your chance to
gel rnvorvod' Everyone welcome
JACK'S BAKERY
ICE CREAM DELIVERY

LOST AND FOUND
FOUND: Chlner 52 mm lens cover
Pick-up at tha MsWanaca Brdg of
Oakgrova Camatary

CorrgnsJaaone Slu Fa* on taking
3rd place kl the D.Q Bathtog Beauty
CoMaatt The Brothers ol Phi Kappa
Tag

rrt the Anchor Splaeh. The Brother.

—+—*

COHQRATUIATIOMB SUE SIR ON
YOUR DSOAOEMENT TO DENNItl
YOUR OAMMA M BETA BNTEM
WISH YOU ALL OF TMf LOVl ANO
IIA»BBT.el M THE WORLD. WE
HAVE IT FROM RELIABLE
SOURCE* THAT aBCKEY • MUM
DO, TOOt
LOVE, THE OAMMA PHI BtTA'B

Qsmma PI. Beta Anchor Spawn
SwtmrrierB — Congretuaobne on
ewtnmrrig to hrst pace1 You woman

RUSH ALPHA SIGMA PHI
ULSIS
7 30 TONIGHT

^w.mwgriiW-8ifYi

Congrats Randy Rowa on your (FIJI
- DELTA ZETA) aweaarlng to Dane
Conner Donl worry Randy, tha waler wont ba Bat cold In Peregrine
Pond. Beet wishes. Your {PHI GAM)
Broa.

FACULTY EXCELLENCE AWARD
APPLICATrOft DEADLINES ARE EX
UNTR. FRIDAY. MARCH

354-1001 EVENINGS

LOST Tt 56 CALCULATOR EITHER
M HAYES 206 OR BA 114 ON 2/23

B'a t 0*10:00

UravaraBy Thasara praaaraa
NEGATIVES
Fab. 29 March 3,
Jo. E. Brown Theatre
6 00 PM. aoxata. I 50 at door

NEED TYPING?
6th yaar serving BGSU Students
CM Now! Nancy 352.0809

«Club-Apes
Sfcalng Party Tontiht
tea Arena 8 -10 pm
Fraa AdMaakm; Skates $1 75
Parly »B held sWer afcaang

SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL
JOUMNAUSTS (SOX) PRESENTS
TNI BLADE'S JOHN BERGENER
AND JOHN QUOQER AT A BROWN
BAG LUNCH M #307 HANNA HALL
ON THURS MARCH 1 AT 1 PM.
ALL ARE WELCOME TO ATTEND
Tonight at BOO PM, lha Franch
Houaa wB aponaor a lecture by Mr.
Ray — Herme. lormer [Vector ol
Franch ASence Opan lo al

BUTTON'S
BOSU COLLKJt LD.
BEER BLAST THURBDAY
BreWO YOUR 10
III

S.Q.S.U. Ml CLUB
•rtarn MaatMt TerUaM
MO p.m.. S70 Overman Had

SERVICES OFFERED

■ACCHUS

■BJJNQ ANO SALES MOMT CLUB
—H| Wad. 2/29 at 7:00, McFal
Canaar Aaaambty Room. Dross aptor i earnest picture.
Lavar Bros, shadow programa wB 0a cMcueeed' Elections
wBtax Apr!

law, assay. Bear

FOUND Kay nng wrlh 3 kaya Looks
aka house kaya. Fan) naar use
buajng Contact tha BG ram. 22601 108 Univ. Hal.

Have a caaa ot lha enjoys
HAPPY HOUR everyday 4.90m
DOVVT4TOWN - ROLIJNQ ROCK
Hey I Al ol you who want to bowl to
are Gamma Phi Bats Soaring Tournament, gat thoee anpacaBona rn by
Friday. March 21 Its going to ba
GREAT' Trophies tor the winner.'
Happy houral FUN l FUNI FUN I
Hay Myetory Dalel Who's got the
took? I don't know the answer to
thMausaBrm .... bet be cost and
lump to the beet"' I'm JuM Uddhg,
you can't even seam to love yourself,
and aBh a tow axoapBona. not anybody eaem Wei BuSd a "loundason"—Yeah, Wohllt Don't taV to
aaranga man. donl ba a ffooH" You're
a kip, but II MISS YOU BUND II
you weren't wound'!!
Your Mystery DM.
The Daalgnar Skjnolure KM

^

HOLUS A. MOORE SERVICE
AWARD APfLICATtONS AVAHABLE AT «M B SOS STUDENT
SERVICES, UNION, COMMUTER
CENTER, UAO OFFICE, AND UN>
VERSTTY BOOKSTORE-

BtlLaW ANO SALES SK1MT. CLUB
meeting Wad. 2/29 al 7:00, McFal
Canaar Aaeemory Room. Drees aporopratery toryaarkaok plcttire. Fas
turae Law Bras, shadow paajaajaj
wB ba dacuaaadi Elections wB be m

2 M. roommates needed to eve In
houaa. Own room, otoae to campus
384-3015 or 2178B.

FOR SALE

HULK—A—MAMA IS SWEEPING
THE NATIONI1 Conrjratuaarjra to tie
Hue. Hogan on bonglng the WWF Me
home to the USA
M Stong. R Johnaon. W Facher

SL

JEFFD.
Onry 3 more days urrrl our venture to
tar away Toledo! Get excited because nothing can lop an Alpha Phi
tormal
except, ot course, curing!
P.8. Tha time you wont have to
dean up itlerwards
Vtokt
Karyn - You Wad One!
Another road kip to O.8.U. ... or
should I say the Aceia Houaa? Yaa
David. Hay > ra AK. with you, n A K
wroi me. KAR Gerald raaly aves you
- oh. I know I"
—The HurrJetMartCaua.
My her la brown, my eyes are blue
Your tan Is cute. Ska tha real ol you.
» I hed ■ !«*•., n woukl Oeflnetry be
to riato my lavorse SAE.
AKKG
PS. Keep Friday opan.

Reduce
if overweight.
A*** Arrwvcan Heart
^AssockJtlon
WcW FIGHTING FORYCVR UFE

S0UTH
945 S. Main St.

Any
Larg«2

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

COUPON

11 a.m. • 9 p.m.

11 a.m. -9 p.m.

Spaghetti
Dinner

Lasagna
Dinner

Free

Served wiih Garhr. Bread

lfTm rim

UNBOaaMOUATt STUDENT 00VBWMMT NAB APPLICATIONS
AVAILABLE FOR THE ASSISTANT
TO Th* ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
COORDINATOR. APPLICATIONS
AM NOW AVAILABLE IN 405 STUOBtT SERVICES BUSLDBW.
HUSH ALPHA SIGMA PHI
ULSIS
7:30TON»3HT
ATTENTION BGSU SUNBATHERS'
Surf, up but our price, aren't' From
Ml S10S.00 - apand 7 run-BM
day. h sunny Florida. Cal lor your
aaB or organize a emal group A travel
FREEI Greet lor dubs, tool Cal LUV
TOURS (800) 388-2008, ask tor

Abortion. Pregency Testa.
Lamaze Casses
Center lor Choice
Ouwiytown Toledo |418I 255 7768

DA YTONA BEACH
SPRANG BREAK ESCAPE
SKIN NOWII 4PERSON ROOMS
ONLY HM.00 CALL ANYTIME 352ODi. OON'T PABB UP THE BEST
aPRBia BREAK OFFER ON CAMPUSIII
WHY BE PUT ON A WAITING LIST
WHEN YOU CAN SIGN UP WITH US
NOW ANO STAY AT THE HAWAIIAN INN, DAYTONA BEACH?
CALL US AT 352-OS32 ANO FIND
OUT WHAT YOU MIGHT BE aMSBMII

15

.ir.~r

OFF

TOPHJ*J'S.
THANKS FOR THE SIGN AND SERE
MADE. LOOKING FORWARD TO
PARTYING WITH YOU NEXT SE
MESTER

ACROSS
1 Fallow
5 Character in
Dickens
tO Space or
sphere prefix
14 Hsken's cousin

COUPON

»2

1.50

Served with Garlic Bread

Item On
Any
Medium
Pizza

ATTENTION
MAKE UP DOWNHILL
SKI CLASSES
Including The Upcoming

March 3rd, 4th,
10th,11th
Ski Classes

HBVB

lo

pick
18 French cKy of
Rhone
depsflment
17 Extremely dark
18 Lawyar of sorts
20 Naught
21 Enlists again:
Slang
22 Sweet biscuit
23 Old timer
25 Cut
28 Gave an
appraisal
30 Industrious
Insect
33 Horace, tha
educator
38 Division ols
long poem
37 Beetle
38 Port In SE China
39 Court attire
40 Non-stop talker
41 Fuel
42 Rouen room
43 Out of town
44 Feminine ending
45 In good spirits
48 Bullish

Female roommate naadad knrraaV
etery Own room; $117 50/mo A
else. Quiet location Ptoase eat 3628178.
WANTED: Hardwood lulu
raaaaaaMy artoed. CaB 1M-17J7.
Non-amcklng F. roommat.i needed
tor next year Cal 362-7441.
ROOMMATFJS NEEDED SAMEDiATELY TO SUBLET TOP HALF OF
HOUSE EITHER 2 PEOPLE FOR
WHOLE LEASE OR ONE TO SHARE.
S125 EA. PER/MO. PAY ELECTRIC
ONLY CALL 352-2013.

Moose Home For Sale
80 Baron w/10 > 12 added room. 3
bdrm. Lg kitchen S LB wrwbtp 686
8683
For Sale: raKerrxchl 480 stereo caa
setle deck. One yaar old. iral oondSon. metal capable Ortgionaey coat
»450. Aakrng S275 354-2839

Now BMB.^ lor M 2 bdrm unhxrrahed 834 Scott Hamilton SI200
semester. 1 bh. trom campus Cal
Batty Baker 362-8110.
FelLeeamg
3 bdrm. turn home
838 3rd Street. SI 760
Batty Baker 362-8110
112 bdrm sets. * houses
Ctoee to campus
Cal 362-7484 bwtore 8 p.m.
NOW RENTING FOR
1884-88
SCHOOL YR. 2 BDRM.. FURN APT
HEAT. SEWAGE, WATER 1 CABLE
TV PAC BY OWNER S6SS.00 PER
SEMESTER PER PERSON WITH 4
PEOPLE. CALL 382-7182 BETWEEN 3-7 PM. ASK FOR RICH
2 Bdrm. Duplex Ctoee to Campue,
S400 OOrmonOl 382-8882
2-3 bdrm duplex large kitchen. Irving
room, porch $486 OO/month 3526882
Campus Manor now 'errttng tor summer A let next to Campus A Convenience Stores, dose to town. 3528302. 24 hrs. or Nawtova Mgmt Co
362-6820

NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT
WE HAVE A LARGE VARIETY
FO PLEASE EVERYONE. RENTAL*]
ARE OCHNO FAST. FOR A FREE
BROCHURE CALL 352-5S20

Engleh darts i acceseortee
Pur eel's Brke Shop
131 W. Wooster St 352-8264
CARTY RENTALS
Apts Rooms-Houses
Al Near Campus
9-12 month snd
Summer Lassss
UsBng AvaMSa
352-7365 or 352 5556

Mart ■ Omege Ska. Tyrota 260
bindings, Nordtoa boots (sin 10V.
M|. poles, and goggles $190 3524842.

HELP WANTED
Uvaig Room CheJr. Good Cond
362-2776
Dayton ana uneiaini la apeak*)
Marketing or Finance marar. far Co
o»terAertSur«mar1SS4. Meat be •
ass*, or |r. wtth at leeet 1.0 OFA
and IM.M have 3 BBS or CompMer
Bcasaice oewreee. Wk» ararfc to Mrs
Pees. Pay la appro*. 87mr.
NEED a reaOie student to poet Me
(part-time, your own hour.) on colage bulean boards Good pay.
steady ncome Write Room 800.
407 S. Dearborn. Chicago
IL
60605
Counselors: Camp Wayne, northeastam Parma. Co-Ed crarjran'e camp.
We wfl interview on Camp Day March
7th WrSe 570 Broadway. Lvnbroc*.
NY. 11563. (Include your telephone
number).
CAMP COUNSELORS
Outstanrfcng Sam and Tnm Down
Camps: Tenma, Donoe. sumnasncs.
WSJ, AJhaUcB. NutrttorvDieletlcs. 20
pkja. Separata gats' and boys'
camps 7 weeks CAMP CAMELOT
on Coasge Campuses at Mass..
Pern., No. Careens, Carrl Sand resume Mfcrale Friedman, Director.
•47 Hewiett Dr.. No. Wr»dmara.
^r__n58_4_518^3742786^^^

50 Kitchen
Implement
54 Native dsnee
55 Spore sac
58 Bulldog of
New Haven
59 Member of the
laculty
81 Moved quickly
82 Start of a
magician's word
63 Pleceof
furniture
64 Shankar, the
musician
65 Leads to the
altar
66 Tithe
67 Relsllveof
Sandy

DOWN
1 Cohere
2 Famed name In
skating
3 Leg feature
4 Ante up
5 Hall-of
6 Eastern name
7 Increase
8 Certain verbs:
Abbr.
8 Bk. of the Bible
10 Another. Lat
11 Cosmetic
12 Fortress, In
away

13 "My
and
Only"
19 Muaeo ot Madrid
21 In madias
24 Like a screwball
25 Solves
27 School of a kind
28 Fabulous fur
29 Turn up one's
nose
31 Mrs. Charles
32 Canute card
33 Figures around
s creche
34 To
(ell)
35 Football helmet
piece
39 Stadium
sonances
40 500 pounds ot
cotton
42 Shoo!
48 Historic dste
47 Increases
49 Robert and Alan
51 Asian kingdom
52 Student at
27 Down
53 Absurd, tor short
54 A daughter of
Zeus
55 Court figure
58 British weapon
57 ■
la
?uerrel"
annerof hee
60 Play a part
61 Relative otMme.

Frazee Ave.
Apartments
634,656,670
Frazee Avenue
2 bedroom furnished
apartments
Upper Units $450/mo & elec.
Basement Units $40G7mo &elec.
East Merry Apartments

516 E. Merry Ave.

Meeting:
210 EPPLER SOUTH
TONIGHT AT 6:00 pm.

Summer Start Poertkme at 4-H Camp
Palmer, FayeMe. OH Contact Student Cmployniairl at 372-2881 or
Paul 2umFokte at Fieton Co. Extension Service. Wauaaon. OH 419337-8616.
Music Video Star Search
Saturday. March 3. 8:30 PM
Bast Western Falcon Paua
lor more rrrlo cal Tim, 372-8188

-lOt-IO/l
352-7571

aa

440 E. Court

o3lrado.st
Sara and Tony

Spring Break at Dayton. Beach
Bear Party an route to Florida plus
other extras. One bus att ao act nowl
Entire package orey S1B8.00. Cal
ACT Rap Tom at 352-8752

^—'

Paghai's

EAST
(3

•■

WANTED
JaanaNThXg.

Party Room For Rant
4-0. CM)
7 th rod High
352 9378 she. 6: 352-7324

"BUILD YOUR OWN SUNDAE"
FROM 7:30-9:30
ALPHA SIGMA PHIt ffjs
■we.

Unrvererty Theatre preeenta
NEGATTVE8
Feb 2»-Maroh3
JoaE. Brown Theatre
8:00 pm ScWs 1.80 at door

WOMEN'S CUMC
Conpehenarve obalalrlci
rod Qynecotogy
&>rr«»cap»va Sarvtoaa,
V D Terra and TraaBnant
TanMnaaana up to 10 waaka
Free PTearrancyTaaang. 241 2471

Female Roommele Needed lor 84-85
School Yaar. Fat and Spring Same.tors. Ctoee to Campus. #3543180
altor 6 p.m.

WED. FEB. 29

352-1596

RUSH ALPHA SIGMA PHI
US sts
7:30T0*BOHT

SUMMER CAMP POSITIONS
Jewah Community Canler
dCaivaand
Camp V/ao {FHelderrt)ArasBatd OeyCemp
SUPERVISORS.
COUNSELORS.
SPECIALISTS (Orama.
Boating.
WSTs. Aria and CraRs. Music. Outdoor Educaaon. Spans. Tana).
Danoa. Raaalaiad Nurssa. Dmar.
Cooks) Contact: Haas Park. 3806
MaySakj Road.
Cleveland. OH.
44116 Tel. (218) 382-4000. EXT.
287. Interviewing Camp Day: March
7, 1984.

Congraajatione on your engegement'
I couldnl ba happier lor anyone' You
two are tw BEST! Love Arways. Barb

LIT SIS RUSH
th
(NEXT TO RODGERS)

i YOUR SPRatio BREAK AT
THE HAWABN MN, DAYTONA
BEACH. HOW MANY OTHER TPSPS
OFFER YOU A FREE CONCERT
TICKET TO YOUR CHOICE OF DURAN OURAN, THE FIXX, ALABAMA
OR A FLOCK OF BEAOULLS7 CALL
111 8811 TODAY FOR MORE Bt
FOWMATWNII

2 Bedrm furn. apt. with
garbage disposals & dish washers
Upper Units
$2388/sem & elec.
Basement Units
$2028/sem & elec.

FOR SALE aVAeEDIATELY
AM/FM STEREO W/TURNTABLE,
CASSETTE S 2 SPEAKERS, V. COUPON BOOK BEST OFFER CALL
AMY 372-3410
YES TICKETS
1st row on Boor snd beck. Cell J72MS4.

FOR RENT
521 East Marry 2-Bdrm M paraon
Near Ortanheuer Tower.. SSBO'per
son/sameater
Tenant pays only
Sghts. BukSng In excearmt condtoon
John Nawtova Real E.tare. 3642260
2 bdrm torn apt central heat A sir. F.
non smokers Fal 1884. 8 mo. lease
6340 lull No chSdrsn or pals.
Deposit required. 3530045 MonFrt. 8:30-4:30 tor appt.
Smrth/Boggs RentalHouses * Apia, tor 84 85 school
year. 362-8457 between 12-4 or
362-6817 after 6.

DAILY
CROSSWORD

'

1

FALL t SUMMER RENTALS
2 BORMS-V. BLK TO CAMPUS
362-4671 day or 352-1800 ava

2 F.
from
Firm
Fan.
Aloe

- STSJ. AVAILABLE Rmts to share Lg. Has. 1 bet.
Campus Newly dec. dnetre
Covered garage w/avaJ. park.
lessee No smokers, pis. Cal
after 6 at 352-4175

VEL—MANOR APTS
2 bdrma, mealy rurntehed apt. tor
summer and tal Al uM except elec
Hot water heel 352-2868

2 bedroom newly tumiehed apts
Now rarrang tor '84-85 FREE sateas TV Cat 382-2883
2 bdrm turniehed apartment avraable
tor sublease starting tal 84. 620 E
Read Apt 04. Contact Las or Lynn
362-0844
Houses A apartments
ctoee to campus tor '84-85 school
year^67_334___^^^_
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1

THURS™ MANOR APARTMENTS
AS crjndaarrail, tuty csrpatad, cable
vkrlon. errlciencle.. laundry racBBaa
Now leasing tor summer t fas
461 Thursbh Ava 382-5436
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Ridge Manor Apts.
519 Ridge St.
2 bedroom
furnished townhouse
2 man rate • $375/mo & gas
3 man rate - $435/mo & gas
4 man rate - $450/mo & gas

Field Manor Apts.
542 and 560 Frazee Ave.
519 Leroy
Upper Units - $475 mo. & elec.
Basement Units • $450 mo. & elec.
Call Greenbriar, Inc.
352-0717

